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Relations

Sections 8.1 & 8.5

1Based on Rosen and slides by K. Busch

Relations and Their Properties
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A binary relation R from set     to set
is a subset of Cartesian product

A B
BA

Example: }2,1,0{A },{ baB 

)},2(),,1(),,0(),,0{( babaR 

Example: courses  UW  students UW  BA

}in  enrolled is |),{( babaR 
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A relation on set                    :
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A relation on set      is a subset ofA AA

Example:

}4,3,2,1{A

)}4,4(),1,4(),4,3(),2,2(),1,2(),2,1(),1,1{(R

More Examples

1integer  positivefor  )}(mod|),{(  mmbabaR

}or  |),{( bababaR 

Relations over integers:

}|),{( babaR 

}1|),{(  abbaR

(Actually a function)
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Functions as Relations

}1|),{(  abbaR

1)(  abaf

Relation over integers Z

ZZf :

Function from Z to Z

Function from A to B assigns exactly one 
element from B to each input from A

i.e., a functions is a restricted type of 
relation where every a in A is in exactly 
one ordered pair (a,b).
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Reflexive relation       on set      :R

RaaAa  ),(,

Example: }4,3,2,1{A

)}4,4(),3,4(),3,3(),4,3(),2,2(),1,2(),2,1(),1,1{(R

A
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Symmetric relation      :R

RabRba  ),(),(

Example: }4,3,2,1{A

)}4,4(),3,4(),4,3(),2,2(),1,2(),2,1(),1,1{(R
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Antisymmetric relation      :R

baRabRba  ),(),(

Example: }4,3,2,1{A

)}4,4(),4,3(),2,2(),2,1(),1,1{(R
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Transitive relation      :R

RcaRcbRba  ),(),(),(

Example: }4,3,2,1{A

)}4,2(),4,1(),3,1)(4,3(),3,2(),2,1(),1,1{(R
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Combining Relations

))3,3(),2,2{(

)}1,1{(

)}3,3(),2,2(),4,1(),3,1(),2,1(),1,1{(

21

21

21







RR

RR

RR

)}3,3(),2,2(),1,1{(1 R

)}4,1(),3,1(),2,1(),1,1{(2 R
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Composite relation:

)}4,3(),1,3(),3,2(),4,1(),1,1{(R

)}1,4(),2,3(),1,3(),0,2(),0,1{(S

)}1,3(),0,3(),2,2(),1,2(),1,1(),0,1{(RS 

SbxRxaxRSba  ),(),(:),( 

RS 

Example:

RScaScbRba  ),(),(),(Note:
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Power of relation: nR

RR 1 RRR nn 1

Example: )}3,4(),2,3(),1,2(),1,1{(R

)}2,4)(1,3(),1,2(),1,1{(2  RRR 

)}1,4)(1,3(),1,2(),1,1{(23  RRR 

334 RRRR  
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A relation       is transitive 
if and only if
for all 
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Theorem: R
RRn 

,3,2,1n

Proof: 1. If part: RR 2

2. Only if part: use induction

We will show that if               
then      is transitive
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1. If part: RR 2

R

RRR 2Definition of power:

Definition of composition:

RRcaRcbRba  ),(),(),(

RR 2

Rca ),(

Assumption:

Therefore,      is transitiveR
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2. Only if part:

We will show that if     is transitive 
then                for all

R
RRn  1n

Proof by induction on 

Inductive basis:

n

1n

RRR 1
It trivially holds
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Inductive hypothesis:

RRk Assume that

nk 1for all
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Inductive step: RRn 1We will prove

1),(  nRbaTake arbitrary

We will show Rba ),(
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1),(  nRba

RRba n ),(

nRbxRxax  ),(),(:

RbxRxax  ),(),(:

Rba ),(
End of Proof

definition of power

definition of composition

inductive hypothesis RRn 

is transitiveR


